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Presenter
Presentation Notes
By way of introduction, I define myself as a digital qualitative researcher and a public interest technologist. This means, I care about the narraratives individauls and communities write in digital spaces like social media  and how we build better, ethical computational tools that leverage those stories to eradicate social inequality and promote good health and well-being. I‘m  also actively working to develop contextually driven AIs tool that use social media to prevent and intervene  in the transmission of school and community-based violence.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This work is powered by the SAFElab, an interdisciplinary group of social workers, computer scientists, formerly incarcerated individuals and community members who leverage community insights to develop technology tools to support gang violence prevention. 
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Presentation Notes
This work is motivated by two issues: (1) Chicago is consistently in the news as everyone seems to want to understand how and why Chicago has seen an uptick in violence with over 4,000 shooting victims and a 58% increase in homicides in 2016. (2) Social media has transformed how we interact with one another and democratized how we access and share information. On the one hand, it serves as the means through which individuals from marginalized communities can engage in knowledge sharing and the creation of affirming narratives that run counter to often pathologizing mainstream discourses. On the other hand, social media also exists within existing ecologies of conflict and can operate as an avenue that facilitates offline violence 



TEENS ON SOCIAL MEDIA

92% 71% 45%ONLINE DAILY USING MORE THAN ONE
SOCIAL NETWORKING SITE

OF BLACK TEENS
USE TWITTER
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Youth have fully embraced social media and often the family experts on how to use the various platforms available to us. Youth’s stated motivation for using social media is quite similar to traditional forms of communication- to stay in touch with friends, make plans to get to know people better and present oneself to others. Data from PEW suggests that 92% of youth are online daily; 71% use more than one social media sites; and of those teens that are on social media, 45% of Black teens are using Twitter. So, what is the role of technology in violence transmission? 
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Qualitative Studies







Digital Qualitative Methods









New Methodology for Social Media 
Analysis: The CASM Method



CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL MEDIA (CASM)
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Through CASM, we provide a methodological process to contextually-driven and domain specific decisions to label social media data for the training of an algorithmic system. The CASM approach serves as a method to bridge the identified gap between inadequacies in current language processing tools and differences in geographic, cultural, and age-related variance of social media use and communication. CASM focuses on utilizing a team-based approach to annotating and qualitatively analyzing social media data, explicitly grounded by deep community expertise and understanding. This process yields rich qualitative analysis as well as in-depth annotations that easily feed into NLP systems to improve accuracy for this unique study. However, the focus on context also offers an opportunity to think about the ethical risk of this project that are directly related to what improving accuracy enables, the prediction and detection of human behavior. .  In this paper we will also engage the stakes of the remaining error rate and the consequences associated with a well functioning system. This paper, as solution-oriented, attempts to solve the context problem, for a particular purpose seen from a particular perspective. The solution to the problem as constructed from that perspective will necessarily look different from how another perspective might construct the “problem of context” as something to be solved. It is important to explicitly state what the stance of the authors is toward this problem, rather than assuming that all readers might share a specific description of the problem-to-be-solved.



DOMAIN EXPERTS
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MSW ANNOTATORS



Application of CASM
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VISUAL & TEXTUAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM (VATAS)
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BASELINE INTERPRETATION1



2 ANNOTATION PROCESS

Original Social Media Post

Utilize Web-Based Resources

Original Post’s Author

Peer Network

Offline Events

Virality

Engagement
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3 INTERPRETATION & CONTEXTUAL 
ANALYSIS ASSESSMENT
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4 LABELING

Machine Learning Labels:

• LOSS
• AGGRESSION
• OTHER



5 COMMUNITY VALIDATION
& RECONCILIATION

COMMUNITY EXPERTS
PROFESSIONAL INTERVENTION EXPERIENCE WITH GANGS 
INVOLVEMENT IN OR AFFILIATIONS WITH GANGS

DISAGREEMENT THEMES
COMMUNITY-LEVEL ITEMS, PLACES, CONTEXTS, OR ‘BACKSTORIES’ (E.G., TRAP HOUSE)
PEOPLE (E.G., DEATH)
HAND GESTURES (E.G., GANG AFFILIATION)



NATURAL LANGUAGE 
PROCESSING

& COMPUTER VISION



NATURAL LANGUAGE
PROCESSING

COMPUTER VISION

NLP @ 



Objective
● Develop an AI system to automatically detect Aggression and Loss in social 

media posts from gang-involved youth from Chicago. 
● Supervised Learning and Natural Language

○ Discrete features extracted from text
○ Data labeled with aggression, loss and other

● Semi-Supervised Learning and Neural Nets
○ Word embeddings
○ Unlabeled plus labeled data



Data for Initial Experiment
Training data: 616 tweets

Development: 102 tweets

Test: 102 Tweets

Manually Annotated wit Parts of Speech Tags.
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• A new corpus that is annotated with discourse intention based on a deep read of the corpus, as well as POS tags.1 • NLP resources for the sub-language used by Chicago gang members, specifically a POS tagger and a glossary. • A system to identify the emotion conveyed by tweets, using the Dictionary of Affect in Language.The dataset used for our NLP experiments contains the 820 tweets from Gakirah and people with whom she communicated as just described. This data is partitioned into a training set of 616 tweets, a development set of 102 tweets, and a test set of 102 tweets. The training and development set come from March and April of 2014, and the test set consists of tweets from January of the same year.We developed a part-of-speech (POS) tagger for the gang sublanguage and applied machine translation alignment to produce a phrase table that maps the vocabulary they use to Standard English. Features for the emotion classifier included the POS tags produced by our tagger as well as the Dictionary of Affect in Language’s (DAL) quantitative scores representing the affect of words. (Whissell, 2009). In order to access the correct word in the DAL for each Twitter word, we used the glossary we derived to find the standard English terms corresponding to slang. Our supervised classifier is able to recognize loss tweets with 62.3% f-measure and aggression tweets with 63.6% f-measure, improving over the baseline by 13.7 points (aggression) and 5.8 points (loss).



New Datasets
# 1: 4,936 labeled tweets 
● Gakirah Barnes and he r t op communicators
● Labe led by Community Domain Expert s and MSW student  annotators

# 2: ~ 1,000,000 unlabeled tweets from 279 total users
● Collect ed through an adapted t radit ional snowball sampling t echnique
● Using Gakirah Barnes and he r t op 14 communicators as t he  Seed Users



F-MEASURE 69.8%AUTOMATICALLY CLASSIFIES POSTS
AS AGGRESSION, LOSS, & OTHER

2018
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ContributionsA new labeled dataset, 6x larger than prior workDomain-specific resources, induced from unlabeled datasetContext features that capture semantic and emotional content in user’s recent posts and their interactions with other usersENSEMBLE OF SEMI-SUPERVISED NEURAL NET APPROACHES	CHARACTER-LEVEL AND WORD-LEVEL
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We gathered 1,851 tweets and accompanying annotations related to visual concepts and the psychosocial codes: aggression, loss, and substance use. We compare various methods for classifying tweets into these three classes, using only the text of the tweet, only the image of the tweet, or both modalities as input to the classifier. In particular, we analyze the usefulness of mid-level visual concepts and the role of different modalities for this tweet classification task. Our experiments show that individually, text information dominates classification performance of the loss class, while image information dominates the aggression and substance use classes. 





The Impact of Lockdown on Social 
Media





ETHICS
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PROTECTING USER IDENTITY	ALTERING TEXT OF TWEET WHEN PUBLISHING (UNSEARCHABLE)	USING SIMILAR EXAMPLES IMAGES INSTEAD OF ONES FROM OUR DATASET	PASSWORD PROTECTED ANNOTATION SYSTEMCOMMUNITY VALIDATION OF ANNOTATOR LABELINGUNCOVERING BIAS DURING ANNOTATION PROCESS





DEVELOPING PLATFORMS WITH 
COMMUNITIES FOR REAL-TIME SOCIAL 

MEDIA UPDATES

TO WHAT END?



DEVELOPING PLATFORMS WITH 
COMMUNITIES FOR REAL-TIME SOCIAL 

MEDIA UPDATES

TO WHAT END?
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In some of my theoretical work, I’m developing a conceptual framework to theorize how, in an era of big data in criminal justice practice, social media policing may adversely affect communities of color. For example, I critique how race affects social media policing through the juxtaposition of social media use during the 2014 arrest of Black youth in New York City public housing based on Facebook data compared to the the post hoc social media monitoring in the case of Dylann Roof, the perpetrator of the Charleston church shooting in 2015 that killed nine people including State Senator Clementa C. Pinckney. 



SIMULATION EDUCATION 
-

INTERVENTIONS
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DOMAIN EXPERTS | BROWNSVILLE
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we propose developing new tools to aid law enforcement, education officials, and government officials in understanding these complex dynamics. We propose a three-year pilot study, based in the city of Chicago, to co-design new learning environments and experiences. Design partnerships will include educators, community members, and recently incarcerated and adjudicated youth in advisory roles. New tools and approaches developed and refined in Chicago can be adapted to address the challenges of the school-to-prison pipeline and criminal justice policy reform in cities across America. 
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we propose developing new tools to aid law enforcement, education officials, and government officials in understanding these complex dynamics. We propose a three-year pilot study, based in the city of Chicago, to co-design new learning environments and experiences. Design partnerships will include educators, community members, and recently incarcerated and adjudicated youth in advisory roles. New tools and approaches developed and refined in Chicago can be adapted to address the challenges of the school-to-prison pipeline and criminal justice policy reform in cities across America. 
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InterpretME InterpretMEInterpretME

4 Stages of Practice

1. Interpret social media posts

2. Learn about a post’s Context

3. Interact with stakeholders
and post feeds

4. Choose Response and reflect

What do you think this post
is about? Why?

Here are some options to learn
more. You can explore all or

none of them.

Connect with their school

Send street officers to
monitor near where
the youth lives/goes

to school

Analyze past social media posts

Look up the youth’s
criminal background
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Presentation Notes
we propose developing new tools to aid law enforcement, education officials, and government officials in understanding these complex dynamics. We propose a three-year pilot study, based in the city of Chicago, to co-design new learning environments and experiences. Design partnerships will include educators, community members, and recently incarcerated and adjudicated youth in advisory roles. New tools and approaches developed and refined in Chicago can be adapted to address the challenges of the school-to-prison pipeline and criminal justice policy reform in cities across America. 
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TAKE AWAYS

Social media:
• Communit ies where  youth live  t he ir lives, not  necessarily dist inct  from the ir offline  world
• Can be  powerful t ool for underst anding/prevent ing root  causes of violence

Artificial Intelligence (AI):
• offers opportunit y t o augment /bolst e r current  violence  prevent ion effort s

HOWEVER, social media and AI are  not  sole  answer
to violence  prevent ion.

When not used thoughtfully and correctly, social media and 
AI can be tools for surveillance and mass incarceration.



Context:
• Extremely important when interpreting/analyzing social media posts

• Important to uncover and Biases (Personal & Institutional):
• consider when using social media/AI for school violence prevention

This work should not be done alone. 

It's important to have critical, diverse perspectives and voices 
in the application of social media/AI for community safety.

TAKE AWAYS
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I post this picture to remind us all of the complexity of the human experience. Social media can provide a nuanced and complicated representation of life for young people living in some of our most challenging communities and yet its also a important reminder that these young people are more than just the words and image they post. 



Thank you!

Dr. Desmond Upton Patton
@DrDesmondPat ton & @SAFElab

Associat e  Professor of Social Work & Sociology
Associat e  Dean for Curriculum Innovat ion & Academic Affairs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research that evaluates and critiques current/ future emerging technologiesPartnerships with CS/Data Science that leverages social work ethics in the development of emerging techLeveraging tech, when appropriate for practice  and education  ( picture of Wysa bot) 
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